Poems of LoL
SORAKA TOP

actually OP
no seriously
this is insane
the amount of
damage n healing

full AP Soraka build
out poke and duel
anyone in the game

outscale even
Kayle
WHY YOU MUST GO

AD Teemo
one-hit
lane bully

use Q
in lane
and if you can
go for flash Q
1v9 MACHINE MONSTER

ban fuckign dravne
dubm fucks
i,m 12v9 maseghine mionslew
GIVE US FEEDBACK

dthis game has taken my life my soul my health my money my relationships my limbs you’ve taken everything from me

submit
#1 XERATH WORLD DESTROYS WORDL

Xerath mid
literal snipes
high elo pop off game
in assassin meta
JUNGLE CLEAR EARLY INVADE

the burst damage that comes with Titanic or Ravenous
that is pre buff

or Blade of the Ruin King
maybe Youmuu‘s Ghostblade

+75

scales nice with AD
crit chance

or Duskblade of Draktharr
for pure burst

game flow will dictate the rest of your items
there is a common misconception
when you think about
an abusive relationship
you think of
the other person
as someone evil

truth is
the other person
is often a
lovable
kind
& beautiful
but somehow hurt

Thresh
IZI PIZI

ww
sad
who even does that
smh u come
20 years later
instead of right awya
when he invades
?
he cant walk into ur tower
?
bot feeding like no tomorrow
prob gg
how are u that boosted
?
0-3 0-3

flashing cuz idc
xd
carried blitz xd
500 hardstuck blitz xd
SOFT ANGEL (SONA)

david
u can go fuck yourself
if u think its okay
that i get ganked 5 times
in 9 minutes
ur my fucking boyfriend
do u think
i date you for nothing

im vulnerable af